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1 Executive Summary 
Walker Farm is a site with active recreational, conservation, agricultural and municipal services facility 
owned by the Town of Barrington, RI. Comprising almost 50 acres of upland, saltmarsh and ponds, 
Walker Farm it faces two primary challenges;  

1) balancing a diverse set of land uses on an ecologically sensitive site and 
2) preparing the site for the impacts of climate change, most notably sea level rise. 

 
The Town proposes to complete synergistic infrastructure projects at Walker Farm over the next few 
years that will increase the site’s resilience while relocating and improving recreational facilities, with the 
broad goals of: 

• Restoring functional ecological features including shoreline reconfiguration and encouraging salt 
marsh migration 

• Creation of a locus for human powered watercraft activities in more appropriate locations 
• Creation of ADA-compliant, fully accessible viewing areas and water launches 
• Improving site safety, access and parking 

Together, these will allow the site to contribute to the Town’s overall resilience while at the same time 
increasing public access to Hundred Acre Cove and for more citizens to appreciate the area’s natural 
resources and beauty.  
 
The Town (with its consultant Fuss & O’Neill) have completed the Walker Farm Recreation and 
Resilience Improvements project which provides a conceptual design for site improvements along with 
supporting site plans and cost estimates. The design process, along with consultative conversations with 
Town and State regulatory agencies, show that the overall scope is feasible and that it will be highly 
beneficial to undertake these improvements. At the same time, there are several funding sources from 
State and Federal grant programs that are available for these improvements.   
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2 Introduction 
Walker Farm is approximately 48.5 acres of land, saltmarsh and ponds located at the southern end of 
Hundred Acre Cove to the east of County Road/Wampanoag Trail (RI Route 114). The site is owned by 
the Town of Barrington and is an active recreational, agricultural and municipal services facility. At the 
same time, Walker Farm is an environmentally sensitive site and important to the ecological health of 
Hundred Acre Cove, the Barrington River and Narragansett Bay.  
 
The Town of Barrington seeks to improve the recreational facilities at Walker Farm while also increasing 
the site’s resilience to ongoing climate change impacts including sea level rise. There are several funding 
sources available for these improvements.  In order to make the most compelling case possible for these 
improvements for grant reviewers and decision-makers, the Town and its consultant Fuss & O’Neill 
created a conceptual design for site improvements along with supporting site plans and cost estimates.  
 
Overall, the Walker Farm Recreation and Resilience Improvement Project seeks to address the following 
areas of the facility:   

• Separate the launching areas for motorized vehicle launching/parking from launching areas for 
human-powered watercraft (including kayaks, canoes, rowing shells and paddleboards) 

• Relocate areas for launching and storing of boats/boards out of areas where land is subsiding to 
allow for migration of saltmarshes in appropriate areas 

• Improve recreational facilities for human-powered water craft: 
o Watercraft launching area 
o Seating benches 
o Pathways connecting boating areas to site paths and parking 

• Improve existing platform adjacent to existing dock/boat launch with deck, railings and 
benches 

• Reconfigure and restore living shorelines to increase habitat and increase site resilience to 
tide/storm events and erosion  

• Improve appropriate areas across the site for habitat restoration, buffer establishment and salt 
marsh migration 

• Reconfigure access roadways and parking to increase safety  with nature-based stormwater 
management systems to mitigate impacts of vehicle access/parking 

• Improve access and support for community garden 
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3 History of Walker Farm 
Walker Farm was part of an area in Barrington that was developed for farming along Hundred Acre 
Cove and the Barrington River (see Figure 1). The area also lay within the important transportation 
corridor of Old County Road, which runs north to south connecting Barrington and Warren to 
Providence. Historically, Walker Farm’ saltwater and freshwater meadows were used for grazing cattle 
and horses. Local historic accounts mention the use of salt marshes for grazing in Hundred Acre Cove 
from as early as 1652. Dams were built in the early 1900s to block tidal flows and to facilitate the use of 
pastures. Dirt roads were also built across the marsh to allow access to the farm. The marsh and adjacent 
lands across present day Route 114 were active pig farms until the town bought the land in 1966. 
 
Historical atlases show that the area now known as Walker Farm was probably all agricultural saltmarsh, 
with a cluster of buildings on the south edge of the site along County Road. 
 

 
Figure 1 - 1876 Atlas of Barrington, RI 
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According to local history, the area served as a pig farm through the mid-20th century. Aerial photos 
from the first half of the 20th century show several interesting features of the project area (Figure 2): 

• The existing access road from County Road was present.  
• Two additional access roads further north connected County Road to a well-developed complex 

of buildings and yards near the Hundred Acre Cove shoreline. 
• The north-south access road, which currently provides access to the town’s composting facility 

and public gardens, was present. 
• A platform/pier structure projecting into Hundred Acre Cove with an adjacent waterfront 

building. 

 
Figure 2 - 1939 Aerial photograph of southeast portion of the Walker Farm site 

 (https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=21daa23e39b34ce2a5259662fc3e3dda) 

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=21daa23e39b34ce2a5259662fc3e3dda
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The site was in private ownership until September 1966 when it was acquired by the Town of Barrington 
using funding from the federal Green Acres program, which was designed to assist local governments 
acquire property for conservation and recreation uses. The Town removed the buildings and made 
improvements over time to allow the site to be used for public recreation and access to the water. The 
Town later established the Leaf and Compost Facility on the site. 
 
In 1996, the area of salt marsh between Route 114 and the municipal and recreational uses was identified 
for potential restoration through Save the Bay’s evaluation of the ecological integrity of the Narragansett 
Bay salt marshes. In 1999, Save the Bay worked with the Barrington Conservation Commission’s Salt 
Marsh Working Group to secure town support for the restoration and to develop a funding plan. 
During 2001, Save the Bay began to raise funding and develop a plan for the restoration, and in 2003 
began permitting for the project. In 2004-2005, Save the Bay and its partners oversaw the work of 
restoring the tidal flow to the salt marshes on the site and carrying out post-project monitoring.  
 
The majority of the site has been zoned “Conservation” by the Town of Barrington and the area 
between the north-south road and Hundred Acre Cove is zoned “Open Space – Passive Recreation.” 
Appendix A contains detailed information on permitted uses and activities.  
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4 Existing Conditions 
Walker Farm is approximately 48.5 acres of land, saltmarsh, and ponds. (See Figures 3 and 4 – Site Plan - 
Existing Conditions as of October 2019). 
 
The following categories of land uses and their corresponding areas currently occupy Walker Farm: 

• Marsh and forested open space:  39.3 acres 
• Mowed open space:  2.5 acres 
• Community gardens:  1.3 acres 
• Water-dependent recreational uses:  .5 acres 
• Parking and roadways:  1.1 acres 
• Town leaf/compost facility:  3.8 acres 

 
Specific uses and site elements include: 

• Concrete boat ramp, used for launching boats from auto-trailers 
• Wood piling pier and floating dock, used for fishing and crabbing 
• Concrete platform, used for birdwatching and fishing 
• Kayak, canoe and stand up paddle board launching/landing on rocky beaches 
• Community rowing launching and landing on rocky beaches 
• Kayak, canoe, paddleboard and rowing boat storage 
• Dog walking 
• Community gardens 
• Parking for users of the site 
• Town leaf and compost drop off/processing facility 

 
Site uses at Walker Farm have evolved over time, and there are several significant conflicts and 
developing conditions that impact site use, including: 

• Haphazard location of watercraft storage and launching  
• Conflicts in traffic patterns and launching areas between human-powered watercraft and boat 

ramp traffic 
• Deteriorated concrete platform adjacent to existing dock/boat launch which lacks railings and 

walkable surface 
• Lack of seating areas, benches for site users 
• Lack of pedestrian pathways connecting boating areas to parking 
• Lack of connectivity to Osamequin Nature Trails 
• Poor condition of existing shorelines composed of dumped fill and subject to erosion 
• On-going subsidence of land north of the boat ramp area and ongoing salt marsh migration 
• Undersized access roadways and lack of organized parking  
• Lack of stormwater management systems  
• Lack of water systems for community garden and boat rinsing 
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4.1 Concrete Platform and Seawall 
Condition  

A visual inspection of the existing concrete platform area adjacent to the public boat launch seawall was 
undertaken on October 23, 2019. The following observations were made during the inspection: 

• The seawalls appear to be in generally fair condition with some erosion below the high tide line 
and minor cracking on the southeast corner where recent repairs have taken place.  The north 
wall adjacent to the beach appears to have been cast atop existing rip rap which is now 
dislodged.  

• The adjoining horizontal public access walkways and hardscape within the area immediately 
landward of the seawall are in poor condition.  

• The deficiencies in the concrete do not appear to inhibit the potential for reuse of the existing 
structure, or portions thereof, as a base for a new decking and railing system to provide a safe, 
accessible surface for site users.  

• Depending on the proposed uses for this area, further investigation should be undertaken to 
guide future repairs to the seawall and horizontal walking/viewing areas.   

 

 
Figure 3:  Concrete platform and boat ramp (October 2019)  
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4.2 Shoreline Condition  

A visual inspection of the shoreline from the public boat launch north for a distance of approximately 
1,200 feet was undertaken on October 23, 2019.  The purpose of this inspection was to identify the 
configuration and condition of the shoreline and to identify existing natural and human-made materials, 
flora, and issues that could affect the resilience of the site.   
 

• The shoreline can be categorized into several distinct segments: 
o From boat launch north to limit of subsidence (see Figure 4): There are areas of grasses 

below the high tide mark; overall the area has a low slope intertidal zone composed of 
cobbles. There are large beach stones interspersed with occasional deteriorated concrete 
blocks and slabs. The shoreline terminates at the high tide mark with a deteriorating soil 
berm and occasional shrubs. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Shoreline view north of concrete platform 

 
o From the north boundary of the area of subsidence to the southern end of the projecting 

bank of sea grass (see Figure 5):  There are areas of grasses below the high tide mark; the 
area has a steep slope composed of large beach stones interspersed with many deteriorated 
concrete blocks and slabs. This slope terminates with a small buffer of shrubs on a 
deteriorating soil berm. At the northern terminus of this segment is a small embayment with 
no sea grass and steeply pitched concrete debris.   
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Figure 5 – Shoreline condition at area of subsidence  

 
o Projecting bank of sea grass: This area is composed of a large grass bed atop a mud bank 

which is separated from the upland mowed grass area by steeply pitched concrete debris 
and large stones.  The top of the bank has a shrub buffer approximately 12 feet in depth. 

 
o From northern end of the projecting bank of sea grass approximately 150 feet north along 

shoreline (see Figure 6): There are areas of grasses below the high tide mark; overall the area 
has a low slope intertidal zone composed of oyster shells and small stones.  The area 
terminates at a steep slope composed of deteriorated concrete blocks and slabs with 
wooded areas to the west. 
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Figure 6 - Typical shoreline north of bank of sea grass. 

 
• The existing condition of the shoreline has several impacts on the future resilience of the site: 

o The haphazard location of dumped concrete debris inhibits the reestablishment of sediment 
collection and native species growth at the shoreline and into buffer areas.  

o The steep slopes created by the debris-filled shoreline amplifies wave impacts and ongoing 
erosion.  
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5 Climate Change Impacts at Walker Farm  
The Town of Barrington and the State of Rhode Island acknowledge that coastal communities are being 
impacted by climate change, particularly by sea level rise (SLR) and more intense storm events. These 
impacts will only increase in frequency and intensity in the coming decades. Specifically, Walker Farm is 
mentioned explicitly in relation to the mapping showing sea level rise inundation within the Natural 
Resources Element of Barrington’s Comprehensive Plan in the section titled “Barrington’s Vulnerability 
to Impacts of Climate Change/Sea Level Rise” (page 123), “As these maps show, long-term impacts 
resulting from an increase in SLR could be significant, especially if it approaches five feet. The effects, 
some alarming and none favorable, could include: The loss of Walker Farm (including a boat ramp, 
community gardens and a yard waste storage area) and most of Osamequin Park, should the SLR rise by 
four or more feet;” It goes on to note: “While five feet of SLR may not occur, and if it does it would not 
take place for decades, the Town (and the State in the case of roads such as Rte. 114/103) will need to 
plan for long-term capital investments to protect critical infrastructure — such as roads, storm-water 
facilities, sewers, and pump stations. The issue underscores the need to continue protection of open 
space parcels within low-lying and critical habitat areas and the rigorous enforcement of floodplain 
regulations.” 
 
Mapping from the Rhode Island Shoreline Change Special Area Management Plan (SAMP) website 
STORMTOOLS illustrates these impacts at Walker Farm quite clearly in the following figures. (Sea level 
estimates and time scale ranges for these changes come from the RI Coastal Resource Management 
Council’s (RICRMC) 2017 (SAMP) which is based on the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s “High Curve” model). 
 
There is also evidence of ongoing impacts from sea level rise within areas of the site that are subsiding 
due to the decomposition of organic fill materials. These areas are more frequently inundated with 
rainfall and runoff from storm events and are also receiving inflow from tidal events over eroding 
shorelines.  
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Figure 7 - Standing water (and ducks) in the areas of subsidence after recent rain event impacts  
use of the site and fosters saltmarsh migration. 
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Figure 8 - Standing water remains on both the mowed grass areas 
and the only access roadway used by Town trucks and all other site 
users. 
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Figure 9 – Walker Farm with one foot (1’) of sea level rise –  
forecast for 2025-2035 (5-15 years from 2020) 
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Figure 10 – Walker Farm with two feet (2’) of sea level rise –  
forecast for 2030-2045 (10-25 years from 2020) 
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Figure 11 – Walker Farm with three feet (3’) of sea level rise – forecast for 2045-2070  
(35-50 years from 2020) 
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6 Planning and Regulatory Considerations 
As of this writing, the regulations and planning documents that govern the uses and configuration of 
Walker Farm appear to be somewhat disconnected and even contradictory. A partial list of regulations 
and documents that impact Walker Farm and Hundred Acre Cove include: 
 

• RI Coastal Resource Management Council  
o Water type classification 
o Land use and physical alteration regulations 

• Barrington Comprehensive Plan 
o Natural and Cultural Resources Element 
o Outdoor Recreation Element 
o Natural Hazards Element 

• Barrington Harbor Management Plan 
• Open Space Ad Hoc Committee recommendations 
• Barrington Hazard Mitigation Plan 
• Barrington Zoning Ordinance 

 
A detailed review and citation of language that is specific to Walker Farm is in Appendix A – Planning 
and Regulatory Framework for Walker Farm. 
 
Overall, a review of each of these plans and regulations, reveals a series of similar but uncoordinated and 
unfulfilled goals. Most plans call for the Town to formulate an action plan for the Walker Farm site that 
provides: 

• Improvements that accommodate and encourage appropriate, low-impact recreational uses that 
provide public access to the water.  

• Changes to the physical conditions at the site that increase resilience to natural hazards and 
improve environmental conservation.  
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7 Vision and Concept Plan for Walker Farm 
Building upon the work done by the Town of Barrington’s boards, commissions and supporting staff, 
this project proposes a vision for the future use and physical configuration of the Walker Farm site that 
allows the Town to meet the goals set out in the various plans.  
 

7.1 Project Goals  

• Improve environmental conditions at Walker Farm and in Hundred Acre Cove, specifically for 
habitat restoration and water quality 

• Improve public access to water for boaters of all types 
• Separate motorized vehicle launching/parking from human-powered watercraft  
• Improve safety for pedestrians 
• Improve safety of vehicular movement and parking 
• Improve resiliency of Walker Farm site and Barrington overall in the face of climate change 

impacts 
• Provide spaces and site amenities for educational opportunities and events 
• Enhance facilities for community agriculture 
• Enhance facilities for yard waste composting and storm debris management 

 

7.2 Site Design Elements 

With input from Town staff and boards, the team developed an integrated concept design for major site 
improvements to recreational facilities, user safety, and natural resources (see Concept Plan). The 
proposed improvements should be simple, nature-based, low-impact, sustainable and resilient. Specific 
site elements include:  

• Reconfigure/restore living shorelines at edge with Hundred Acre Cove 
• Re-establish buffer zones with native plant species for habitat restoration (and limit site mowing 

to minimal areas for recreational boat storage) 
• Reconfigure shorelines and site conditions in low-lying, flooding prone areas to foster salt 

marsh migration 
• Create area for human-powered watercraft storage and launching (kayaks, paddleboards, rowing 

shells, other human-powered craft) 
• Provide accessible kayak/canoe launch facility that meets ADA guidelines and features guide 

rails for easy access in and out of the water, launch rollers for easy movement of the watercraft 
and a transfer bench for easy transfer from wheelchair to watercraft 

• Rehabilitate platform adjacent to existing dock/boat launch with new deck, railings and benches 
and to be accessible to all users and meet ADA guidelines 

• Create smooth and durable 10-foot-wide pathways connecting boating areas to pathways and 
parking to improve access for people with disabilities 

• Reorganize access roadways 
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• Reorganize parking areas to increase safety and adjacency and add handicap parking spaces near 
the accessible dock and viewing platform.  

• Install seating benches in areas of the site where human activity is focused (boating and viewing 
areas) 

• Create and install interpretive panels focusing on site history and site restoration, adaptation and 
resiliency 
 

7.3 Resilient Design 

Walker Farm will continue to flood without future increases in sea level, but as projected climate events 
become more severe and sea levels rise, flooding will also become more severe. Any improvements to 
Walker Farm must acknowledge the changing reality through the approach of resilient design. Resilient 
site and landscape planning design helps the site continue as an ecosystem and public facility with 
periodic or even constant flooding, adapting to a new way of life. This is a systems-based approach that 
goes beyond a single project element. Specific design highlights include:  

• Reconfigure shorelines that are strengthened ecosystems as to natural channels and buffers. 
Existing steep bluffs will be regraded and reconstructed with native materials into gradual slopes 
allowing shoreline sediment reestablishment. In reestablished buffer zones at the edge of the 
tidal zone, plantings are composed of hardy native species, including grasses that can weather 
drought and shrubs and trees that can withstand saturated soils. These root structures will help 
to stabilize the site edges and soils. 

• Configure recreation areas that also serve as floodable open space, designed specifically to 
accept increased tidal and storm-related flow and saturation. The water can percolate through 
the open spaces, reducing the direct flow of untreated stormwater to bodies of water. After a 
storm or seasonal high tide events, the open spaces will be flooded and not usable by people. 
After the water subsides, however, the area will again be usable as parkland for people and 
wildlife. The team has integrated the flow of water into the site design to enable water to flow to 
the parkland, and designed the area using existing elevation changes so that the water retention 
areas are lower in elevation and encourage natural reestablishment of the salt marshes on the 
site. 

• Rather than attempt to prevent or shut out the regular flood waters, overall site design will 
integrate this natural annual rhythm into the use and experience of the site. Roadways, pathways 
and parking areas use permeable, renewable gravel and ground stone surfaces instead of asphalt, 
which can be peeled up by floods. The flow of water over the entire site will store and absorb 
flood water, allowing this part of Barrington to effectively live with more water.  

• All these elements preserving and expanding ecosystems for flood control results in preserving 
their biodiversity and all of the ecosystem services they provide – clean air and water, among 
others.  
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8 Project Costs  
Based on the Concept Plan for site improvements, the team developed an Opinion of Cost for the 
major site elements/site improvements including design and permitting. Estimates of quantities are 
based on the Concept Plan developed for recreation and resilience improvements. Estimates of unit 
costs are based on recently completed projects of similar scope and type.  
 [INSERT OPINION OF COSTS HERE] 
 

9 Project Element Precedents 
The improvement of recreation facilities and coastal resilience for public sites is not unique to the 
Walker Farm site and there is much to be learned from successful completed projects. This section of 
the report provides images, brief descriptions and web links for further information for most of the 
major project elements.   
 

9.1 Recreational Elements 

Kayak, canoe and rowing shell stepped launching areas 

 
Figure 12: Typical stepped kayak/canoe launch area 

(https://exploreri.org/sitePhotos/20071008_145151_2.jpg) 
 
  

https://exploreri.org/sitePhotos/20071008_145151_2.jpg
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Figure 13: Ramped launch area with accessible pathways  

(https://www.outdoorgulfcoast.com/perdido-river-boat-ramp/ ) 
 
Accessible kayak launching docks 

 
Figure 14: Floating dock with accessible kayak launch 

(https://www.michigan.gov/images/dnr/KayakLaunch_662320_7.jpg) 
 
  

https://www.outdoorgulfcoast.com/perdido-river-boat-ramp/
https://www.michigan.gov/images/dnr/KayakLaunch_662320_7.jpg
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Low profile seasonal floating docks 

 
Figure 15:  Low profile floating docks at Old Lyme Rowing (A. Robinson photo) 
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9.2 Resilience Elements 

Shoreline Reconfiguration The community of Blaine, Washington recently completed reconfiguration 
of 380 feet of rocky bluff shoreline that was composed of deteriorated concrete blocks and filled land 
(Figures 16-18). Their project is very similar to the Walker Cove project and has been a huge success; 
increasing public safety, safe water access and resiliency. https://www.ci.blaine.wa.us/934/Marine-Park-
Shoreline-Project  
 

 
Figure 16:  Marine Park shoreline – pre-construction conditions, Blaine, WA 

 

https://www.ci.blaine.wa.us/934/Marine-Park-Shoreline-Project
https://www.ci.blaine.wa.us/934/Marine-Park-Shoreline-Project
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Figure 17:  Marine Park shoreline – proposed new shoreline section, Blaine WA 

 
 

 
Figure 18:  Marine Park shoreline – post-construction conditions, Blaine WA 
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Saltmarsh Restoration and Migration  
Rhode Island and surrounding New England states have been leaders in saltmarsh restoration and 
migration. A thorough summary of projects can be found at 
http://www.edc.uri.edu/restoration/html/tech_sci/socio/costs.htm  
 

 
Figure 19:  Typical New England salt marsh cross section 

 
 
  

http://www.edc.uri.edu/restoration/html/tech_sci/socio/costs.htm
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Interpretive Panels 
 

 
Figure 20:  Typical interpretive panels  

(https://envirosigns.com/interpretive-signs/enviroreader-interpretive-panel)

https://envirosigns.com/interpretive-signs/enviroreader-interpretive-panel
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Appendix A 
 

Planning and Regulatory Framework  
For Walker Farm 
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Federal Plans and Regulations 

Flood Zone – the site is completely within the AE Zone with a base elevation of 12’ (National Flood 
Insurance Map #44001C0002H) 
 

State Plans and Regulations 

RI CRMC Water Classification: The waters of Hundred Acre Cove adjacent to Walker Farm are 
categorized as Type 1 waters (shown in blue in the Figure 21), which is defined as Conservation Areas 
where generally no recreational facilities are permitted. Interestingly, the Type 1 designation was applied 
when the existing concrete platform, wooden pier and boat ramp were already in place and operational 
as recreational access to the water and had been so since at least 1939. The waters immediately south and 
east of Walker Farm are Type 2 waters, which are categorized as aqueous areas with high scenic value 
that support low intensity recreational and residential uses. These waters include seasonal mooring areas 
where good water quality and fish and wildlife habitat are maintained. 
 

 
Figure 21: CRMC water classifications (website: 

http://www.crmc.ri.gov/maps/maps_wateruse/watertypemaps_barrington.pdf) 
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Work within 200’ of the Coastal Feature:  The project area is located within the Rhode Island Coastal 
Resources Management Council’s (CRMC’s) 200-foot contiguous area along the Barrington River at the 
southern end of Hundred Acre Cove.  For the purposes of this proposal, we have assumed that the a 
Special Exception will be required for the new human-powered boat launch area and a Maintenance 
Assent application will be required by CRMC for the repair of the platform, dock and public access 
walkways.  
 
We have assumed that the design will limit filling, removing, or grading activities to less than 10,000 
cubic yards and will limit the area of disturbance to less than two acres in order to minimize the 
likelihood that the project will be classified as a Category B project by the CRMC. 
 

Local Plans and Regulations 

Town of Barrington Comprehensive Plan 
 
Natural and Cultural Resources Element:  

• Walker Farm is noted as a site where wetland restoration has occurred (page 70): Walker Farm. 
The goal of the Walker Farm Marsh restoration, completed in 2005, was to increase the acreage 
of marsh to 15 acres and address problems created over the years from alterations of the site, 
including roads and dam structures. 

• Walker Farm is listed in Table 2 (page 72) as: 48.53 acres with the following uses: “Conservation 
land; boat launch, community gardens, and yard waste disposal area.” It is also noted as the site 
of the one acre community garden with excellent agricultural soils and with the caveat that it is 
located in the flood plain. (page 74) 

• Walker Farm is listed within Policy NCR-2.1.2: “Encourage cooperation with private owners of 
open space parcels to establish public access, enhance trail connectivity, expand wildlife 
corridors and coordinate management responsibilities.” The specific action for priority sites 
(including Walker Farm) “Implement management plans developed for priority sites. Review 
and revise as necessary.” 

 
Outdoor Recreation Element:  

• Walker Farm is current categorized as a “Public Open Space/Passive Recreation and is 
specifically listed as “Walker’s Farm - community gardens, boat launch, dock, trails” 

• Walker Farm is shown on the Public Access: Natural Areas, Shoreline/Outdoor Recreation 
Map (Map OR-2) with its boat ramp and on-site parking graphically highlighted. 

• (Page 98) Osamequin Park / Walker Farm. Osamequin Park has a well-marked network of trails 
and features a location map at the parking area on Wampanoag Trail. The location map is in 
need of replacement, and eventually the trailblazing signs, though effective, should be replaced 
with markers that are consistent with those to be installed at Veterans Memorial Park. The 
Town should also consider creating a connection through to the public parking area in Walker 
Farm. Currently a trail in Osamequin Park terminates at Walker Farm at the leaf refuse area. 
There are no signs directing people from Walker Farm to the Osamequin trails. The Barrington 
Garden Club is co-steward of the property, along with the Department of Public Works. 
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• Page 99: In Goals, Objectives, Policies and Actions Policy OR-1.1.1: Emphasize improving 
existing facilities over acquisition of new properties in order to fully realize the potential of the 
Town’s assets and limit conversion of natural areas into active recreational facilities. 

• Action A: “Develop park master plans in order to establish capital improvement priorities. 
Priority sites are as follows...Walker Farm on County Road.” 

• Page 100: Policy OR-3.1.1: Enhance and protect public access to the shore and waterways 
through public recreational sites and designated public rights of way. Action A: Work with East 
Bay communities on locating and mapping water trails. In Barrington, the mapping should show 
access points, destination areas and significant features along the trail route within the 
Barrington River and Hundred Acre Cove, and the Providence River / Narragansett Bay / 
Bullock Cove. 

 
Natural Hazards Element: 

• Page 120: In the listing of recent Town projects, the plan notes: “Walker Farm marsh 
restoration: In 2005, restoration of the Walker Farm marsh was completed, increasing the size 
of the marsh to 15 acres and addressing problems on the site from historic alterations, including 
roads and dam structures. This property separates Route 103/114 from the Barrington River 
and 100-Acre Cove, and is vital for storing flood waters. 

• Page 123: In the section “Barrington’s Vulnerability to Impacts of Climate Change / Sea Level 
Rise”, Walker Farm is mentioned explicitly in relation to the mapping showing sea level rise 
inundation: “As these maps show, long-term impacts resulting from an increase in SLR could be 
significant, especially if it approaches five feet. The effects, some alarming and none favorable, 
could include: The loss of Walker Farm (including a boat ramp, community gardens and a yard 
waste storage area) and most of Osamequin Park, should the SLR rise by 4 or more feet;...” It 
goes on to note: While five feet of SLR may not occur, and if it does it would not take place for 
decades, the Town (and the State in the case of roads such as Rte. 114/103) will need to plan 
for long-term capital investments to protect critical infrastructure — such as roads, storm-water 
facilities, sewers, and pump stations. The issue underscores the need to continue protection of 
open space parcels within low-lying and critical habitat areas and the rigorous enforcement of 
floodplain regulations.” 

• Page 126: Limited Adaptation Opportunities: The changing shoreline has already created 
erosion, flooding and water quality problems that Barrington will need to confront in the short-
term as well as long-term. The potential impacts are widespread, with more than 1,000 
structures in flood zones. And with the community approaching build-out, there are limited 
options to make changes to the built environment that would significantly reduce the risk. 
However, a starting point is Save the Bay’s Coastal Adaptation Project, which included an 
assessment of Barrington. Save the Bay has worked with the Town on the retrofit of the 
Barrington Town Beach parking lot and Water Way, and the installation of sand-filled coir 
envelopes to protect a sewer line at Byway Road.” Walker Farm is specifically mentioned for 
action on Page 127: “Walker Farm (Town) – Allow salt marsh to become established north of 
boat ramp; stop mowing marsh; relocate benches inland to allow for erosion.” 

• Page 131: “Policy NH-2.1.2: Plan for and implement projects that allow natural systems to adapt 
over time to changes in sea level rise and the climate. Action D: Develop plan to allow 
restoration of natural areas at Walker Farm.” 
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Future Land Use Map (Map LU-6) shows Walker Farm as a mixture of Conservation, Recreation and 
Wetland. Areas along County Road/Route 114 that are currently unused wetland are marked as 
“Recreation and Open Space” and areas that are along the Hundred Acre Cove that are currently passive 
recreation for public access to the water (dock, boat launch, kayak rowing launch areas) are marked as 
“Conservation”.  
 
Other Town Plans 
 
Harbor Management Plan (2018): 
The Harbor Management Plan addresses Hundred Acre Cove and the Type 1 Water Type Classification 
directly: 

• “200.2 CRMC Water Use Type Designations - The following water type designations have been 
set by CRMC and apply to existing and allowable uses for those designated areas. (See Appendix 
C, Water Type Designations and Classifications, Section 1 for maps and descriptions of the East 
Providence and Bristol Quadrangles). 
o Type 1 waters are conservation areas. Included in this category are one or more of the 

following: (1) water areas that are within the boundaries of designated wildlife refuges and 
conservation areas, (2) water areas that have retained natural habitat or maintain scenic 
values of unique or unusual significance, and (3) water areas that are particularly unsuitable 
for structures due to their exposure to severe wave action, flooding and erosion. 

o Hundred Acre Cove is an example of a water area that has exceptional value as a waterfowl 
nesting and feeding habitat. Rare and unique assemblages of plants and animals and rich 
shellfish beds are found in these undisturbed waters. 

 
The Harbor Management Plan also calls for the creation of Special Area Plans for four (4) areas:  

1. Police Cove Boat Ramp 
2. Bay Spring Area 
3. Walkers Farm 
4. Bike Path Bridge 

 
The specific language (page 46) for the Walkers Farm plan states:  

“WALKER’S FARM:  This area was purchased using Green Acres Funding in the 1970's. 
Improvements at that time included the building of a bulkhead, dock and boat ramp. This area 
also has adequate space for vehicle and trailer parking. Since that time the Town of Barrington 
has maintained and regulated the area. The State has recently completed a major marsh 
restoration project at this location. 

 
RECOMMENDATION: That the Town improves and continues to maintain the existing dock 
structure, boat ramp and surrounding parking areas.” 

 
Open Space Plan (2011) 
Existing Conditions: 5.1.2 Floodplain and Velocity Zone (page 4-5) “The velocity zone – areas subject to 
high velocity wave action from storms – also covers much of Barrington’s shoreline. This wave surge 
would travel inland the farthest along the three south facing points – Rumstick, Adams and Tyler Points 
– and across the wetland area to the west of Barrington Beach.  It [the AE Flood Zone] would also 
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cover all of the Walker Farm‐ Osamequin Park area lying between County Road and Hundred Acre 
Cove, the Hundred Acre Cove wetland lying east of Nockum Hill, and a major portion of the floodplain 
along the Palmer River.” 
 
7.3 Trails Needs (page 21):  
F. Osamequin Park / Walker’s Farm. Osamequin Park has a well‐ marked network of trails and features 
a location map at the parking area on Wampanoag Trail. The location map is in need of replacement, 
and eventually the trailblazing signs, though effective, should be replaced with markers that are 
consistent with those to be installed at Veterans Memorial Park. The Town should also consider creating 
a connection through to the public parking area in Walker’s Farm. Currently a trail in Osamequin Park 
terminates at Walker’s Farm at the leaf refuse area. There are no signs directing people from Walker’s 
Farm to the Osamequin trails. The Barrington Garden Club is co‐ steward of the property, along with 
the Department of Public Works. 
 
H.  Water trails. The Town should consider mapping water trails for kayakers and canoeists in the 
Barrington River and 100‐ Acre Cove. Two boat ramps, at Police Cove at the Barrington 
River Bridge and at Walker’s Farm north of Central Bridge, provide boaters access to the water. Such a 
trail could continue south to the Warren River and eventually to Colt State Park or other points in 
Bristol. Coordination with adjoining communities would be needed. 
 
7.4  Public Access Points (page 22-23): “Public rights of way provide connections to the water at the 
shore, often at the ends of streets, but also through open space properties such as Walker’s Farm and 
Osamequin Park. To date, the Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) has designated only two 
shore access points as public Rights of Ways where CRMC for the general public’s use: the Daunis Right 
of Way at end of Nayatt Road along Mussachuck Creek, and Teed Avenue at the west end of Mason 
Road.    
 
Recommended Action Plan: 
2: Continue to develop management plans for Town open space parcels.  Such management plans (as 
recommended in the Comprehensive Plan) are needed to identify maintenance items for each parcel, and 
assign responsibilities for maintenance and oversight. (Appendix II provides an outline for drafting 
management plans.)  The Town should maintain active recreation areas and improved trails located on 
public property. Natural areas and more primitive trails in areas dedicated for passive uses may be 
maintained and overseen in cooperation with the Conservation Commission or private 
organizations.  Priority areas for new or updated Management Plans include: Vitullo Farm, St. Andrews 
Farm, Walker’s Farm and Osamequin Park, and Prince’s (Tiffany’s) Pond. The management plans 
should address routine tasks such as monitoring, and include a plan for assigning and ranking tasks 
across properties. The Town should use volunteers to the extent feasible – such as through an “Adopt a 
Spot” program. 
 
8. Protect existing Town‐ owned parks and recreation areas that are currently not protected as open 
space through the use of conservation easements and other mechanisms, working with the Barrington 
Land Conservation Trust.  Priorities include: Osamequin Park and Walker’s Farm, Vitullo Farm, the RI 
Country Club, and the RI School of Design’s Tillinghast Estate.   
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Hazard Mitigation Plan (2017 Update - approved by FEMA 8/28/17) 
 
Page 44: Section 4.5.3.4: “Identified Areas of Concern as Barrington’s coastal area consists of residences, 
businesses, and public facilities and infrastructure, the impacts resulting from an increase in SLR, 
especially as it approaches feet, will be challenging. The Committee has identified the following key areas 
of concern for both the built and natural environment that should be integrated into the Town’s long-
term Mitigation Strategy. Built Environment:  

• The loss of Walker Farm (including a boat ramp, community gardens and a yard waste storage 
area) and most of Osamequin Park, should waters rise by 4 or more feet…” 

 
Page 54: “Other recent/ongoing protection and restoration projects include: Walker Farm marsh 
restoration. In 2005, restoration of the Walker Farm marsh was completed, increasing the size of the 
marsh to 15 acres and addressing problems on the site from historic alterations, including roads and dam 
structures. This property separates Route 103/114 from the Barrington River and 100-Acre Cove, and is 
vital for storing flood waters.” 
 
Page 62: As part of Goal 2: Preserve and enhance the capacity of the natural environment to improve 
Barrington’s resilience against impacts of natural hazards, Policy 2.1.2 calls for the Town to “Plan and 
implement projects that allow natural systems to adapt over time to changes in sea level rise and the 
climate.  

• “Action 2.A—Prioritize and complete Coastal adaptation projects. Prioritize and implement 
coastal adaptation projects, working with Save the Bay, the State, and other stakeholders, to 
reduce flood risk and the potential damage to vulnerable infrastructure and allow the expansion 
of wetlands (example given is Byway Road Shoreline Stabilization Project).” For Walker Farm 
the specific recommendation is to “Allow for salt marsh to become re-established north of the 
Walker Farm boat ramp.” 

• “”Action 2.D - Develop and complete projects identified in Walker Farm saltmarsh restoration 
plan. Develop plan to allow restoration of natural areas at Walker Farm (Figure 6.6). Identify 
potential new locations for yard waste storage area to clear area for marsh migration and prepare 
for potential inundation from sea level rise.” 
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Excerpt from Barrington Hazard Mitigation Plan showing Walker Farm to accompany 
recommendations (page 63). 

 
             Excerpt from Map 9: Sea Level Rise Inundation Areas: Wampanoag Trail 
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Town of Barrington Zoning Ordinance 
The area to the west of the gravel access road is zoned: “Conservation District - C: This district includes 
freshwater and coastal wetlands, and other environmentally sensitive land or natural areas which are in 
public ownership, or owned by a private organization for the purpose of maintaining it in its natural 
condition and/or protecting a plant or animal habitat area. It includes undeveloped areas of the Town 
which contribute to open space as set forth in the Barrington Comprehensive Community Plan.” 
 
The area to the east of the gravel access road is zoned: “Open Space - Passive Recreation District (OS-
P): This district includes land which is either publicly owned open space which is being maintained for 
non-intensive recreational uses and activities, or privately owned open space which is not suited for 
further development. It includes undeveloped areas of the Town which contribute to open space as set 
forth in the Barrington Comprehensive Community Plan.” However, many of Walker Farm’s existing 
uses are not clearly identified in the Barrington Zoning Ordinance.   
 
The local ordinance “Chapter 144 - Public Lands, Use of” contains many specific provisions which 
define how Walker Farm may be used by all users. The ordinance sets out a specific chart of permitted 
uses; the following are permitted at Walker Farm in the areas to the east of the gravel access road: 

• Boat launch/swimming/fishing 
• Conservation area/Nature Center/Sanctuary 
• Garden Plots/Croplands 
• Open Forum Areas 

 
The following uses are NOT permitted: 

• Baseball field 
• Play field 
• Tennis/Basketball 
• Picnic 

 
Local Ordinance 144-55: Use of conservation areas. [Amended 1-4-1988 by Ord. No. 87-11; 9-5-2018 by 
Ord. No. 2018-11] 
 
“Conservation areas shall be open to the general public, but no horses and no vehicles of any kind, 
whether powered or unpowered, shall be permitted thereon, except baby strollers and wheelchairs or 
equipment needed by individuals with disabilities. Furthermore, bicycles shall be allowed in conservation 
areas, subject to the Conservation Commission’s discretion and authority to prohibit bicycles from 
specific sensitive areas. Such areas shall be used only in a manner consistent with their designation as 
conservation areas. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in any conservation area where a specific use is 
permitted, such as farming or boat launching at Walker Farm, such use shall be considered a permitted 
use in such area.” 
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Appendix B 
 

Funding for Recreation and Resilience  
Improvements at Walker Farm 
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Funding for Recreation and Resilience Improvements at Walker Farm 
 
Local Recreational Grants (RI Green Economy Bond) 
• For use at Walker Farm in creating improved and relocated recreation facilities for launching 

and storage of human-powered craft 
• http://www.dem.ri.gov/programs/planning/grants/ 
• $5 MILLION total funding 
• Purpose: to create new and improve existing community parks and recreation facilities. Studies 

show access to green space improves health, promotes stronger social ties, and enhances 
neighborhood satisfaction and pride. Without exception, applications for funds for 
development of local recreational facilities historically have far exceeded available funds. 

• This grant program provides matching funds to cities and towns and recognized Native 
American tribes for the acquisition, development and renovation of outdoor recreational lands 
and facilities. The program is funded through State bonds. Funding categories include Large 
Recreation Development grants (up to 80% matching funds to a maximum of $400,000), Small 
Recreation Development Grants (up to 80% matching funds to a maximum of $100,000), and 
Recreation Acquisition grants (up to 50% matching funds to a maximum of $400,000). 
Applications are scored by the Recreation Resources Review Committee and submitted to the 
DEM Director for approval. 

• Deadline: December 11, 2019 
 

Recreational Trail Grants 
• For use at Walker Farm in creating connecting trails to Osamequin Nature Sanctuary 

(https://exploreri.org/gSiteReport2.php?siteID=28&src=siteList) 
• The Trails Advisory Committee (TAC) meets quarterly to evaluate Small Grants (up to $3,000) 

and Education Grants (up to $5,000). Small Grant and Education Grant applications can be 
submitted at any time. Note that submittals must be received no later than one week prior to a 
scheduled meeting in order to be considered by the TAC Larger Grants, available periodically, 
are scored by the TAC and submitted to the DEM Director for approval. 

• Recreational Trail Grants are facilitated by DEM, in cooperation with DOT, to encourage the 
development and maintenance of recreation trails and trail related projects. State & local 
governments, Indian tribes, and nonprofit organizations are eligible to apply for funding to: 
construct new trails, maintain or restore existing trails, develop or rehabilitate ancillary trail 
facilities, purchase or lease of trail construction and maintenance equipment, and for operation 
of educational programs promoting safety and environmental protection along recreational 
trails. 

 
Coastal and Marine Habitat Restoration Grants  
• For use at Walker Farm in shoreline adaptation to nature-based configuration with native 

vegetative buffers 
• $6 million in funding (2019 grants) 
• https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/grant/coastal-and-marine-habitat-restoration-grants 
• NOAA’s Restoration Center recognizes that habitat protection and restoration are essential 

elements of a strategy for sustainable commercial and recreational fisheries. Investing in habitat 
restoration projects leads to real, lasting differences for communities, businesses, and the 

http://www.dem.ri.gov/programs/planning/grants/
https://exploreri.org/gSiteReport2.php?siteID=28&src=siteList
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/grant/coastal-and-marine-habitat-restoration-grants
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environment. The Community-based Restoration Program supports restoration projects that 
use a habitat-based approach to rebuild productive and sustainable fisheries, contribute to the 
recovery and conservation of protected resources, promote healthy ecosystems, and yield 
community and economic benefits. 

• 2019 grants were between $80 and 350k 
• Next deadline: [???? Wenley Ferguson information] 

 
Coastal Resiliency & Public Access Grants (RI Green Economy Bond) 
• For use at Walker Farm in relocating recreational uses out of migrating saltmarshes, shoreline 

adaptation to nature-based configuration with native vegetative buffers, increasing access to the 
shoreline and building flood resilient recreational facilities. 

• http://www.dem.ri.gov/programs/planning/grants/ 
• $5 MILLION total funding 
• Purpose: to restore and improve the climate resilience of vulnerable coastal habitats, as well as 

river and stream floodplains. Projects funded under this program would improve access and 
public safety in the face of increased flooding, major storm events, and ecosystem damage. 

• Deadline: December 11, 2019 
 

Resilient RI funding 
• For use at Walker Farm in shoreline adaptation and creating flood resilient recreation area 
• $1 million each year in FY2020 and FY2021 – open to communities that have completed the 

MRP program 
 
 
 

http://www.dem.ri.gov/programs/planning/grants/
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